Abstract. Some years ago Stephani derived two classes of rotating dust solutions. In this paper Stephani's results are generalised to the case where the cosmological constant is non-zero. The solutions are of Petrov type D and the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor vanishes. The solutions involve seven arbitrary functions of a spacelike coordinate and in general they admit no Killing vectors. Nevertheless the spacetime geometry is relatively simple and admits a foliation of timelike hypersurfaces of constant intrinsic curvature =3 and zero extrinsic curvature. The (geodesic) ow-lines of the uid are tangent to these hypersurfaces and in general the ow is rotating, shearing and expanding. In the vacuum limit the solutions reduce to spacetimes of constant curvature. 
Introduction
As his starting point Stephani (1987) K ij x i x j ) ?2 ij dx i dx j (2) where K is the curvature of the 3-metricĝ ij and ij = diag(+1; +1; ?1).
In this paper the metric (2) will be our starting point and we will be looking for solutions of Einstein's eld equations with a dust source and a cosmological constant R ? 1 2 Rg = u u ? g (3) with 6 = 0 and u u = ?1. Greek indices take values in the range 1 to 4.
For the case = 0, Stephani (1987) showed that two classes of solution arise, depending on whether (N )_ vanishes or not. In the former case = M=N where u i , M, g i and h are functions of arbitrary functions of x restricted only by the condition ij u i u j = ?1. In its full generality this solution was rst derived by Stephani (1982) , but a special case had been obtained much earlier by Verma and Roy (1956) .
where f i , M, g i and h are arbitrary functions of x. For metrics of the form (2) the coordinate x is only de ned up to an arbitrary rescalingx =x(x). If 6 = 0, by using this coordinate freedom we may, without loss of generality, set M(x) = 1 in both of Stephani's classes of solution. Thus for the rst class (4) we see that the solution involves six arbitrary functions of x whereas in the second class the metric (5) depends on seven such functions. Stephani (1987) also presented a metric of the form (2) with K = ?p=3 which he claimed represented a rotating uid ow with constant pressure p. Krasi nski (1998) has pointed out these`solutions' do not in fact satisfy the eld equations for a perfect uid source, however he did not derive any corrected solutions. Fluid ows with constant pressure p 6 = 0 can, perhaps more naturally, be interpreted as elds with zero pressure but with a non-zero cosmological constant = ?p. Stephani only considered the case p 0, but with the reinterpretation of the elds as dust solutions with a cosmological constant, it also becomes sensible to consider the case p < 0. In this paper all solutions with a metric of the form (2) with 6 = 0 are obtained. To translate from our notation to Stephani's simply replace our by his + p and by ?p.
Field equations and integrability conditions
As Stephani (1987) showed, the (1; i) components of the eld equations (3) 
With the aid of the Ricci identity in three dimensions applied to T ;i : T ;ijjjk ? T ;ijkjj = 1 3 (T ;jĝik ? T ;kĝij ) the integrability conditions of (11) 3. The case < 0 When < 0, the general solution of (12) 
Using (13) 
Now that and u i are known, it remains to integrate (6) to determine N. Let f(T) be an as yet undetermined function of T. Adding a multiple Mf 0 (T) of (13) to (6) and using (11) and (13) 
Thus (6) 
The case > 0
The analysis for this case is similar to the case < 0. Using the freedom inherent in the choice of the function T to remove one of the functions of integration the solution of the di erential equation (12) 
Using the lemma it may be deduced that the solution of (24) (21), (22), (23), (24) and (25) determines the most general rotating dust solution with metric (2) for the case > 0.
The solutions in sections 1, 3 and 4 have been checked using the computer algebra systems Sheep (Frick, 1977) and Reduce (Hearn, 1995) . The computer-aided calculation is not entirely trivial as the coordinates are not comoving and so the Einstein tensor G is not diagonal in the obvious frame. Some care was also needed when substituting for N, T and in the eld equations to avoid Reduce running out of memory. However, it was shown that the Einstein tensor is of Segr e type 1, (111)] with an eigenvalue ?( + ) and corresponding eigenvector u plus a threefold eigenvalue ? . This con rms that the elds are solutions of the eld equations for dust with a cosmological constant.
5. Some properties of the solutions Stephani (1987) showed that the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor vanishes: Thus the Weyl tensor is of Petrov type D. Note that the Weyl tensor vanishes if and only if the spacetime is an Einstein space (i.e. = 0) and this in turn implies that the spacetime has constant curvature. Thus the vacuum limits of these solutions are the well-known de Sitter, anti de Sitter or Minkowski spacetimes.
As in the case = 0, the coordinate rescalingx =x(x) may be used to set M(x) = 1 except in the trivial case when = 0. In the discussion below we will assume that this rescaling has been performed. Thus the solutions depend on seven arbitrary functions of x: namely C i , E i and D (the eighth function A is determined once the C i 's are speci ed via equation (17) or (22)). Following Stephani (1987) , we see that the uid velocity 4-vector u will have non-zero rotation provided that u depends on the coordinate x or equivalently if the quantities A and C i in (16) 
From (9) and (10) it follows that the vector eld u i is irrotational and shear-free in each of the hypersufaces of constant x and that it is orthogonal to the level surfaces of T, or equivalently to those of . However, from (16) (29) and thus the level surfaces are a set of parallel 2-spheres or pseudo-spheres (analogous to parallels of latitude on a 2-sphere) formed by the intersection of the family of hyperplanes (29) and the pseudo-sphere (27). Thus in each hypersurface of constant x the ow lines of the uid are lines of`longitude' on the pseudo-sphere. However as A and the C i 's are in general functions of x, the normal to the family of parallel hyperplanes (29) varies with x and hence the`poles' of the system of`latitude' and longitude' with which the uid ow is aligned vary with x.
The coordinates x i are not uniquely de ned by the geometry as the metric in the hypersurfaces of constant x admits a 6-dimensional group of isometries. It is fairly clear from Stephani's (1987) argument that normally neither Stephani's solutions nor their generalisations derived above will admit any Killing vectors. It is also clear that @ x will be a Killing vector if the the function N in the metric (2) is independent of x. However there remains the possibility that Killing vectors may exist in other special cases. A detailed consideration of the Killing equations (Barnes, 1998) ij x i x j ) ?2 ij dx i dx j . Since this metric has constant curvature and is expressed in`standard' stereographic coordinates, explicit forms for the X A 's are well-known. Furthermore it may be shown that for any choice of constants G A and H (6 = 0), the`tilted' vector X given in (30) will be a Killing vector provided that the eight functions A, C i , E i and D satisfy a linear system of rst order ODE's. Killing vectors tangent to the hypersurfaces x = constant (i.e. H = 0 in (30)) may also exist when A, C i , E i and D satisfy a linear system of algebraic equations.
Concluding Remarks
All dust solutions with a metric of the form (2) have been found in closed form. The paper extends and corrects a paper by Stephani (1987) and those solutions with a non-zero cosmological constant are new. All the solutions are of Petrov Type D and the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor vanishes. The uid velocity vector is everywhere tangent to the hypersurfaces x = constant and, except in special cases, the solutions have non-zero rotation, expansion and shear.
Rather disappointingly the vacuum limits of the solutions (i.e. M = 0) are spacetimes of constant curvature =3 and so reduce to the de Sitter, anti de Sitter or Minkowski spacetimes. The arbitrary functions in the metric now merely re ect the large number of di erent coordinate systems in which a spacetime of constant curvature can take the form (2).
The metrics also have the interesting property that any solution can be matched (locally) to a vacuum solution of the form (2) with the same value of (and with N given by equation (4), (5), (20) The solutions involve several arbitrary functions of the spacelike coordinate x and in this respect they are reminiscent of the Szekeres (1975) solutions and can, in some sense, be regarded as rotating generalisations (of a sub-class) of Szekeres' solutions. Indeed Stephani (1987) showed how to derive some of Szekeres' solutions starting from a metric of the form (1). Owing to the large number of arbitrary functions involved in the solutions, their physical interpretation, like that of the Szekeres solutions, is far from clear except that, in some general sense, they are inhomogenous cosmological solutions. Further work is required to clarify the physical meaning of these solutions and to investigate their singularity structure. It would be interesting to see if the work of Stephani and Szekeres could be generalised to include rotating solutions by considering the case where the hypersurfaces x = constant in (1) have non-zero extrinsic curvature. Work is currently in progress investigating metrics of the form (1) in which ĝ ij = S(x k ; x)g ij (x k )
